Scholarship Fund Contributors 2014-2015

**Key Club ($5,000+)**
In honor of Doneldon Dennis

**Diamond ($1,000–$4,999)**
Arizona Chapter of AFCC
Annette Burns
Doneldon Dennis
Mary Ferriter
David Martindale
Marilyn and Frederick Rohlfing, III
Peter Salem and Iris Shasha
Robert Simon
Philip and Ruth Stahl
Suzie S. Thorn Family Foundation

**Platinum ($500–$999)**
Alberta Chapter of AFCC
Richard Altman
Peter Boshier
Diana Bryant
Florida Chapter of AFCC
Dianna Gould-Saltman
William Howe
Emile Kruzick
Massachusetts Chapter of AFCC
Ontario Chapter of AFCC
Arnold Shienvold
Robert Smith
Hugh Starnes
Larry Swall
In honor of Frank Trainor

**Gold ($250–$499)**
Karen Adam
Liz Baker
Nicholas Bala
Phil Bushard
California Chapter of AFCC
Andrea Clark
Betsy Dennis
Robin Deutsch
Barbara Fidler
R John Harper
Beth Harrington
IRIS Educational Media

**Gold, continued**
Thomas Trent Lewis
Louisiana Chapter of AFCC
Maryland Chapter of AFCC
Massachusetts Chapter of AFCC
Mindy Mitnick
Edith Morris
New Jersey Chapter of AFCC
New York Chapter of AFCC
Stacey Platt
Marsha Pruett
Lynda Robbins
Arlene Rotman
Nancy Satenberg
Andrew Scheperd
Susan Stahl
Matthew Sullivan and Sherry Cassedy
Wisconsin Chapter of AFCC

**Silver ($100–$249)**
Steven Abel
Allen Bailey
Joanne Baitup
Lawrence Braunstein
Stacy Bronson
Aza Butler
Pamela Clifford
patti cross
Milfred Dale
Alexandria Doyle
Leslie Drozd
William and Amy Fee
Donna Feinberg
Linda Fieldstone
Larry Fong
Lynn Gaffigan
Lesley Goldsmith
In honor of Wayne Graves
Jacqueline Hagerott
Diane Harms
Leslye Hunter
Sherrie Kibler-Sanchez
Marcus Le Poer Trenchlone
Mary Elizabeth Lund
Silver, continued
Denise McColley
Jennifer
and
David
Miller
Minnesota Chapter of AFCC
Alastair Nicholson
Gail Perlman
Daniel Pickar
Kathryn Pirie
Mark Rand
Allen Ryen
John Scialli
Pamela Sloan
Hazel Thompson-Ahye
Timothy Tippins
Leslie Todd
Nancy Ver Steegh
Mary Waid
Margaret Ward
Sharon Wicks Dornfeld
Jeffrey Wittmann

Bronze, continued
Claudia Wheeler
Don Wichert

Contributors
Gayle and Brian Adair
Anonymous
David Alexander
Christopher Barrows
Gregg Benson
Janice Black
Rudy Bonilla
Shawn Bulgatz
Megan Christopher
Charles Cohen
Patricia Donlin
Leanne Dunne
William Eddy
Bill Farley
Roger Frigon
Charles Gerlach
Ramona Gonzalez
Rory Hardy
Neil Hayes
Luz Hellman
Karen Hilton
Megan Hunt
Corinne Kaplan
Kristy Kiland
Christina Knopf
Ramon Laval
Gary Livingston
Wendy Malcolm
Bernard Mayer
Luanne McKenna
Stephen Nesser
Andrea Palash
Vincent Papaleo
Barbara Rath
Thomas and Diane Reitter
Isolina Ricci
Lynette Robe
Ian Russ
Amy Sadoff
Christina Sadowski

Bronze ($50–$99)
Anonymous
Anonymous
H. Michael Aaron
Michael Aaron
Bonnie Amendola
Bruce Bishop
Margaret Brinig
Louis Cohen
Gary Direnfeld
Alice (Ali) Doyle
Jillian Duffy
Janet Ferguson
Susan Finlay
James Flens
Lauren Ilvento
Julie Jackson
Chris Jones
Mary and Daniel Knudsen
Peter Marshall
Kimberly Robinson
Leslie Shear
Adria Silverman
Robin Timme
Contributors, continued
Terese Schultz
Steven Shaver
D. Susanne Snearly
Carolyn Spencer
Michele Tipple
Allan Vinni
Ellen Waldorf
Ramona Wildman
Harry Williams
In honor of Zena Zumeta